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Abstract: Tlhe probleni qf'knowle4ge cfiscoyering  in the fonu qf'niies .fhoni databases with
ineomplete in.formation is studiedl  At Yinst, the nile  extraction  .fiom clatabases  without

inconrpleteness is surveyed  accoiding  to the rough  sets theor)z 77ien, dotabases veith

inconrplete itllbrmation and  the  rule  extnrctionfivnt  these  databases are  o"tlined.  Pva briefly
suivay  ourprevious  iesearch,  and  cmply  itfor realining  someprograms  of'the ntle  extraction.

Tlie inrplementedprogrctms and  the reai  execution  oftheseprogranis ane  shown,  too. In this
veay  a tool,for exrtracting ntlesfioin  dotabases with  ineonrplete injbrniation is pmposed.

keJ,wortts: Rule extraction,  lhcoiuplete itlfoimation, Database, Data clependenc};  Rotrgh sets,
         7bol.

             1. Introduction
   Databases with  incomplete infbrrnation were  pro-
posed by Lipski in 1981 [1,2]. This is well  known  as a

framework to handle the uncertain  information in rela-
tional databases. in usual  relational  databases, there is an
attribute value  for every  object  (or a  primary key) and
every  attribute  [3]. However  in Lipski's database, there

may  be a  set of  attribute values  for somc  objects  and

some  attributes.  This set of  attributes is interpreted as

that  the actual  value  exists in this set, but it is not  known
for the  lack of  information [1]. Codd's database with  null

value  [4] is a special case  of  Lipski's database, since  the
null  value  shows  the whole  attribute  value  domain.

Ljpski mainly  discussed the modal  question-answering
and  the axiomatic  system  for this question-answerimg.
    in this paper, the rule  extiaction  from databases
with  incomplete  information is studied.  The  motivation

of  this research  is due to the recent  wotks  on  the KDD
(Knowledge Discovery  and  Data Mining) [5]. TheTe are
several  works  on  the KDD  frorn very  large databases [6],
but the knowledge diseovery from the uncertain  infoTma-
tion will  also be an  impertant work.  The  rule  extraction

from databases with  incomplete information is a frame-
wotk  for the new  variation  of  KDD.

    Here, we  remark  that we  deal with  non-numerical

data, and  we  do not  apply  the fuzzy analysis,  the
statistical  analysis  nof  the multivariate  analysis.  VVe

mainly  depend upon  the data dependency. This is a  way

of  rough  sets  analysis  [7,8],

  2. Basic Concepts in Reugh  Sets Theory
    Every DIS  (Deterministic Jnjroi7nation Srstem) l7] is
aquadruplet

    I]YS -(OB,  A7; { Z4La i aEAT},,1),
where  OB  is a  finite set whose  elements  are  called

objects,  AT  is a  finite set whose  elements  are  cal]ed

attributes, VC4La (aEAT) is a finite set whose  elements

are  called  attribute  vahies,  andfis  such  a  mapping  as

,f}()BXA7L>  UaP:4La. The  mapping  fis called  a  ctas-

sij7cation,fitnetion.

    For x,  y(xly) E  QB, ifju,a)=fb,,a) for every  aEAIL

we  see  there is a  relatien  for x  and  y, which  becomes an

equivalence  relation  over  OB.  Every  element  of  an

equivalence  relation  is called  an  eguivalence  class,  and

[x] denotes an  equivalence  class  with  object  x. For every
equivalence  class, either lx]=[y] or  lx]A[y]={} holds.
Furtihermore, U..oB[x] =os  holds. If a set X  Cos  is
the union  of  some  equivalence  classes,  we  say  X  is
definable in MS.  Otherwise, we  say  Xis rongh.

    Let's consider  twe  sets  COIV'CAT  which  is called

condition  attributes  and  DECCAT  which  is called  deei-
sion  attributes.  We  say  ebjects  x  and  y are  eonsislent,  if

j(x,a):=fb,,a) fbr every  aECON  then f(x,a)=fo,a) for
every  aEDEC.  If every  two  objects  are  consistent  each

other  in a  blS  we  say  DJS  is consistent  for CON  and

DEC.  We  may  say  there is a  strict dependency between
CQIV  and  DEC.
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 3. RuleExtractionbasedonDependency
   Ifa DIS  is consistent  for Con  and  DEC]; every  tuple
restricted  to COIV  and  DEC  is a rule  [7,8]. Namely  for a
fixed DEC  in a  Dl7S, such  CQiV as DIS  is consistent  for
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COIV and  DEC  is obtained  at  first. Tl)en, tuples  resnicted

to COIV  and  DEC  are  extracted,  They  are  rules  from this
LVS.  This is the simplest  case  ofthe  rule  extractien  based
on  a dcpendency.

    Les's consider  two  equivalence  relations  eqi and  eq?

over  OB. egiCeq2  denotes that there exists  such  MEeq2
as  LCM  for every  LEeqi. Here, an  important proposi-
tion connecting  the dependencies in DISs with  equiv-

alence  relations  over  OB  is shown.

Preposition 1 [71. For any  DIS; suppose  eq(CO)V)  be
an  equivalence  relation  for the condition  attributes  and

eg(DEC)  be an  equivalence  relation  for the decision
attributes. In this case,  the fo11owing (I) and  (2) are

eguivalent.

(1) 77iere is a  shJict  `lepenctency  between CON  and  DEC.

(2) eq(COAI)  C  e4(DEO.

    If there is net  any  strict dependency between  CON
and  PEC,  a  set POScorv(DEq=  U {L Eeq(COIV)  1 there is
such  MEeq(DEC)  as  LCM}  is applied  to charactcrizc
the dependency. This is a  set of  all consistent  objects  for
CON  and  DEq  and  it is called  (CONLlpositive region  of

DEC.  The  ratio iPOScoN(DEC)ifl(]BPs called  the de6onee
of depen`fency between CON  and  DEC.  intuitivelM the

high degree of  dependency implies there exist  rnany

rules  between CON  and  DEC.

Example  1. Let's consider  blSi in Table 1.

[Rtble 1. A  [[lible for DISi

OBcolorshaesize
1redsuaresmall

2bluesuareIae
3redsuarestnall
4hlueroundmediunt

There are  four objects  and  three attributes. in Table 1,
eg({color})={{1,3},{2,4}},  A  set {1,2,3,4}-{1,3}U{2,
4} is definable for the attrilrate eolor, but a set { 1,2,3} is
rough.  For an  attTibute  set  {shape, size},  eg({shape,

siie})!t{{1,3},{2},{4}}.  Therefore in this case,  both {1,2,
3.4} and  {1,2,3} are  definable. Let's discuss thc depen-
dency. For COIV'{shape, size}  and  onCi{color}, { 1,3}
[{1,3},  {2}C{2,4} and  {4}C{2,4} hold. Namely, the
set  POScoN(DEC)  

t={
 1,2,3,4}tB,  and  it is known  there

exists a snict  dependency between {shape, size}  and

{coior}. As for COIV2{shape} and  DECL{color}, the
positive region  is {4}. Namely, the attribute siie  can't  be
reduced  from  {shape, size}.  As  for COIVk{size} and

osC={color}, the positive region  is equal  to on. The
degree of  dependency  between  {siee} and  {color} is 1,
therefore the attribute  shape  can  be reduced  frQm {shupe,
size}. Finally, rules  are  extracted.  Here, rule(x)  denotes
the Tule from ebjectx.

    ruleC1  )(=-rule(3)): [size=ismal4m->EcoloFred],
    nile(2):Isiie=large]->[coloFblue],

    rule(4):[size=.medittmlT>[eoloic=bhie].

    Like this, rules  are extractcd  by using  the depen-
dency in a  DIS. For m]merical  data, there are  some  other

ways  of  data analysis.  However  in DISi. there  do not

exist any  numerical  data, In such  data, some  ways  of

numerical  data analysis  are  not  applicable.  We  depend
upon  the way  by a  data dependency, narnely  the way  of

rough  sets theory.

 4. DatabaseswithIncompleteInformation
   There may  be some  frameworks for databases with

incomplete information, so  we  clarify our  framewerk in
this scction.  We  identify the fo11owing IVbn-cleterministic
1njrormation S),stent (AUS with  a database with  incom-
plete information. Every  NIS  is also  a  quadruplet
   IWS'(OB,  A7; { PC4La l aEA7},  g),
where  g  is such  a  mapping  as g:OB  × ATL>P(  UaVALa)

(Power set) [1,2], For every  set MEP(  UaPC4La), M  is

interpreted as that there exists  an  actual  value  in this set
but it is not  known  for the lack of  infbrrnation. If the
actual  value  is not  known at  all, g(x,a) is equal  to PC4La.
A  IVIS is scen  as  a  DLS  with  incomplete information.

    Orlowska and  Pawlak discussed the logical formal-
ism for representing  incomplete knowledge  in AUSs  [7,8],
They proposed logic ALIL by  using  medal  operators  like

[*] and  <*>.

     5. An  Example  and  Seme  Remarks
    An  example  of  AUS  is shown,  and  the preblem in
this paper is clarified.

Example  2. Let's consider  next  NISi, where  VALA]={O,1,
2}, P:4LB-{O,1,2,3}, VALcF!POdLD!-{O,1,2,3,4,5}. Random
number  programs are  applied  for producing this table. In
such  a  table, how  do  we  deal with  the rule  extraction?

Tlible2. A  fab}eforNISi

OBA B C D
1 o 2,3 5 3
2 o O,1,3 4 5
3 2 3 5 O,45
4O,l,2 3 1 1
5 1 O,1 5 o
6 2 1 3,5 4
7 1 o 2 2
8 1 3 1.24' 4
9 o 1 5 4
102 1 o 1

    in this table, there are three selections  for g(4A)=
{O,1,2}, namely  O, 1 and  2. Fer other  sets of  attribute

values,  there  are  two  or three seleetions  of  an  attribute

value.  Therefore in 1vrSi, 648(=2] × 34) DISs  can  be
derived. We  genera11y call such  DISg  derived DISs.17z)m
ALrS [fable 3 shows  a  derived DIS for attributes  {A,B,C}.
For attributes {A.B,C}, there are  216(=23 × 33) derived
DJSs in MSi. According to the interpretation of  gtx,a), it
is known  there is a derived DIS  with  actual  information,
hnt it is not  known.
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Table 3. A  Table for a  derived DIS from NISi for

             attributes  {A,B,C}

OBABC

1o25
2oo4
3235
4o31
51o5
6213

71o2
8131
9o15

102]o

    Now  we  discuss three cases  of  the rule  extraction  in
Table 2.
(CASE 1) Suppose  COIVL-{B} and  DEC-{D}.
In this case, there  are 36(-22× 32) derived DLSs. As for
the object  1, there are two  rules,

    Jvrle(1)i:[B=2]'.[D=3],

    nile(1)2:[B-3]->ID-3].

The r!de(1)i  appeafs  in 18 derived blSs  and  it is always
consistent  in 18 derived DISs. On  the contrarM  ntle(])2

also  appears  in other  18 derived DISs. But  the ntle(1)2  is

always inconsistent with  the rule(4). Furthermore, the
nule(9)  and  the rule(10)  appear  in al1 derived DlrSs, and

they arz always inconsistent. NamelM  every  dcrived DLY
is inconsistent for COAle'{B} and  DEC-{D},  and  there
exists  ne  strict dependency in any  derived DISs.
(CASE 2) Suppose  CO?V!{A, B, C} and  DllC'={D}.

in this case,  there are 648(=2]× 3`) derjved D17Ss. [[he
rulef1)i  and  the rule(l)2  are always  consistent  with  any

other  rules  in all derivcd DLSs, respectively.  Rules only

    iwle(4)2:[A-1]AfB-･3]A{C-1]->[D-1],

    rule(8)i:[A-1]A[B-3]A["1].[D-4]

are inconsistent. These two  rules  appear  in 72 derived
DISs at  the same  time. Therefore, 576(648-72) derived

DIS3 are  consistent.  In this case, there exist less incon-
sistent  blSs, and  we  see  every  tuple is a rule. Especiatly,
the Tule(7),  the nilef9)  and  the iorle(10) appear  in all

derived DJSs, and  they are always consistent  with  any

other  rules, therefore we  see  such  rules  are  certain  rules.

As  for other  rules, we  see  they are possible rules.
(CASE 3) Suppose  COIV!={A, B, D}  and  DEC{C}.

In this case,  there  are  648(=23 × 3`) derived DISS  and

every  derived DIS  is consistent.  NamelM  any  two  rules

are  consistent,  This is the most  prefetable case,  Like

CASE  2, we  see the rule(7), the ivle(9)  and  the rule(1O)
are certain  rules. For  the object  1, we  see the iule(1)i  and

the nile(1)2  are possible rules, respectively.  Furthermore,
we  see  the nile(1)i  or  the nile(1)2  certainly  holds.
    ln CASE  2, the almost  rules  are  consistent,  but in

CASE  l the almost rules  are  inconsistent. In CASE  3,
every  rule  is consistent  with  other  rules.  According  to the

discussion, every  rule  is divided te the  following sorts.

1. Global-Consistent ru]e:  This is such  a ru]e  as  that it
   Tppears-i al1 derived DISk  and  it is always  consist-

   ent  with  other  rules, like the ntle(7), in CASE  2.
2. Local-Censistent rule:  This is such  a rule  as that it

   ffppeargein some  derived DISs  and  it is censistent

   with  other  rules  in these DISs, 1ike the nile(I)i  in
   CASE  1.

3. Global-Inconsistent rule:  This is such  a  rule  as that

   it appeaTs  in all derived Dl/Ss and  it is incensistent
   with  other  rules  in ail  derived MSs,  1ike the rule(9)
   in CASE  l.
4. Local-Inconsistent rule:  This is sucharule  as  that

   iTappe51's in some  derived DLss and  it is inconsistent

   with  other  rules  in these DISs, like the  nile(1)2  in

   CASE  1.

5. global rule,  Local rule:  They are rules  except  the
   above  rules.

In these sorts, the global-consistent rule is the most  pref
erablc, and  the global-inconsistent rule  is the worst.  In
any  DIS, there are Qnly  two  sorts of  rules, i.e., the con-
sistent  rule  and  the ineonsistent rule,  tmt there are  five
sorts ofrules  in every  MS.
   In the subsequent  section,  the  next  issues related  to

five sorts of  rules  are  dj scussed.
(Issue 1) Hbw  do we  deal with  the  dependency among

       attributes  in every  MS?

(Issue 2) Hbw  db we  get COIV; which  cause  a  high

        dqgreeofthedependencyforfixedDEC?

(Issue 3) Ilbw clo  we  extract  rulesfiom  every  IVTS.7
As  for Issue 1, a  new  data dependency in every  AarS is
proposed. As  for Issue 2 ar]d  Issue 3, sorne  usefu1  algo-

rithms  are pr[rposed for the implementation.

         6. Surveys of  our  Researeh
    Ms  section  surveys  our  research  [9,10], In every
DIS, there exists  an  equivalence  relation  for any  set  of

attributes. We  call every  equivalence  relation  in a  derived
DLS  apossible  equivaience  J?lation  (pe-relation), and  we

call every  e]ement  in a  possible equivalence  relation  a

possibte equivalence  class  Cpe-class).
    As for the definabMty ofa  set in IWrS, we  rely  on  the
definition by Orlowska. Namely  a set Xis  dofnable in
IVLrS ifXis definable in some  deriyed DJSs. It implies that
if wc  pick up  some  appropriate  derived DISy then  the set
is definable in those DISs.

    The  simple  way  to check  the definability of  a  set is

to examine  the definability Qf  a  set  for al1 derived blSs.
However,  this way  will  not  be suitable  for the NISr with
laige number  of  derived DISs. [Ihe oTder  to check  the

definability ofa  set in a DIS  depends on  IOBI2, and  it is
necessary  to repeat  this check  for all derived blSs, The
preblem to cheek  the defuability of  a set is in ALP class.
More  effective  way  for the simple  way  is needed,  and

another  way  is proposed  by tbe next  proposition.

Proposition 2. For MS  
=
 (aB.AZ { Vt4La jaEA7},g) and

a  set  XC  OB, if there exist  subsets  of  on, CL],''', CL,.
satisfying  (1) and  (2), thcn X  is defuable in MS.  Vice
versa.(1)

 UiCL,;J\L

(2) { CLi,' ' ', CL.} is a  subset  ofape-relation.
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    By  finding subsets  of  OB, CLi,''',CL., we  check

the definability of  a  set in every  IVIS. The following is
the overview  of  an  algorithrn  for solving  it.

Algorithm 1 (9,le].
Input:  A  IV]/S and  a  set XC  OB.

Output: Xis definable in MS  or not.

(1) J\'=tU and  eq=--{}.

(2) For any  element  xE!X',  find such  a  CL as

  (CL-1) xE  a,  aCX*,

  (CL2) eq  U  { CL} is a  subset  ofa  pe-relation.
(2-1) If there exists a CL, [x]=CL. eg=eqU{[x]}  and

  X*==X' 
L

 CL. IfJ\' ;  { }, go te (2). Otherwise, Xis de-
  finab]e in MS.
(2-2) If there exists  no  CL, backtrack. If there  is no

  branch  te backuack,  the set  Xis not  definable.

    This algorithm is sifnilar  te Grzymala-Busse's

LEMI  and  LEM2  algorithms  [11]. [lhe proposing algo-
rithrn  is an  extension  of  Grzymala-Busse's  algorithn  to

the nen-deterministic  information systems.  in the pro-
posing algorithm,  it is very  dithcult to realize  (CL-1) and
(CL-2). Some  properties for solving  those problems are
in [9,le].

Examp]e  3. Let's show  an  example  ofIVTS,  and  simulate

the transaction ofAlgorithm  1.

kble  3. A  Table for a NIS

OBA152735,7

In Table 3, there are  clearty  two  pe-relations { { 1,3},{2} }
and  {{1},{2,3}}. In this table, the  fo11owing internal ex-

pressions are  picked  up  at  first.

    i,tf(1,(5),{A})={l},sup(1,(5),{A})-{1,3},

    iut(2,(7),{A})-{2},sap(2,(7),{A});={2,3},

    i,!f(3,{5),{A})=sup(3,(5),{A})={l,3},
    it{f(3,(7),{A})=si{p(3,(7),{A})-{2,3}.

The inj() implies certain  pe-class and  the stpO  implies

the possible pe-class. Only such  a  set X  as injOCXC

strpO  can  be a  pe-class [10]. The CL  in Algorithrn 1 must
satisfy this condition.  Furthermore in order  to manage

the sequence  ef  sets  ([:Li,''', (]L., two  lists PLIST and

IVLIST  are  emplcyed  [10]. PLrsT keeps selected  tuples

and  NLrsTkeeps  rejected  tuples. For the first elernent  1
EX"={1,2,3},  there are two  pe-classes {1} and  {l,3}.
For  the selection  of  {1}, X"--{2,3}, PLISIi-{[1,(5)}},
A(Lrs7!{[3,(5)1} and  eq={{1  }} are derived, The tuple (5)
for the object  3 is rejected  for being the pe-class {1}. For
the first element  2EX*=={2,3},  there are  two  pe-classes

{2} and  {2,3}. However.  the  pe-class {2} can't  be appli-
cable,  Because in this case, ?VLLST =T-  {{3,(5)], [3,(7)]}
holds, and  it implies all  tuples for the object  3 are

rejected. For X*=:{2,3}, only  pe-class {2,3} is applicable,
andX-{},  PLLST-  {[1,(5)],[2,(7)],[3.(7)]}, NLLST== {[3,

(5)j} and  eg={{1},{2,3}}  are derived. Let's consider

another  pe-relation, For the first element  1 EX"={1,2,3},
suppese  a  pe-class {1,3} is selected.  Then, X"={2},
PLrsT!!{fl,(5)1,[3,(5)]}, IYCLLrspa{} and  eq={{1,3}}  are

derived. For the 2 EE)r"={2},  there  are two  pe-elasses {2}
and  {2,3}, and  {2} is only  applicable  to )if'={2}. Finally,
X*-{},  Pas7!-{Il,(5)],[2,(7)],[3,(5)]}, ALLLST=={I3,(7)]}

and  eg={{1,3},{2}}  are  derived.

   For realizing  Algorithm 1, at  fust a  prolog program
candiciate  is implcmented, which  picks up  CL  satisfying

conditions  (CL-1) and  (CL-2). The  fbllowing program
classO  is the main  program  for checkng  the definability
of  a set.

dassO(MR,X,Y,EQ,Ppre,Pres,Npre,Nres)

  :-X==[],EQ=Y,Pres=Ppre,Nres=Npre.

classO(ATR,[XIXI],Y,EQ,Ppre,Pres,Npre,Nres)

  :-candidateCMR,[XIXI],CAN,Ppre,Presi,Npre,Nresl),

 MinUS([XIXI],CAN,REST),

 classO(ATR,REST)[CANIY],EQ,Presl,Pres,Nresl,Nres),

In this program,  variables  Ee,  Pnes  and  IVI'es manage  the

subsct  ofpe-relations,  RLrsT  and  lVLrsZ respectively.

    The fbllowing three sQlutions  show  the definability
ofa  set  {7,8,9} for condition  attributes CQIV'={A,B,C} in
Example 2. Thc positive selection  shows  the tuple of

every  ebject.  For  example,  the flrst solution  shows  that if
we  seleet ] from a set g(8,C)={l,2,4} and  we  do not

se]ect  l fiom a set  g(4.4)={0,12},  the set  {7,8,9} is
definable in MS]. The positive and  negative  selections

show  the conditions  for being definable in NISs.

?-dass(con,[7,8,9]),

[1] RELA"ON:  [[7],[8],[9]]
   POSMVE  SELECTION
      CONDITION  OF 7: [1,O,2]
      CONDMON  OF 8: [1,3, 1] *

      CONDrT'ION  OF  9: [e,1,S]
   NEGAnVE  SELECIION

      CONDITION  OF  4: [1,3,1] 
*

[2] RELATION:  [[7],[8],[9]]
   POSMVE  SELEcrION
      CONDfi-ION OF 7: [1,O,Z]
      CONDMON  OF  8: [1,3,2] 

*

      CONDITION  OF 9: [O,1,5]
   NEGrmVE  SELECI"ION

[3] RELATION: [[7],[8],[9]]
   POSITIVE SELECTION
      CONDMON  OF  7: [1,O,2]
      CONDMON  OF  8: [1,3,4] 

*

      CONDITION  OF  9: [O,1,5]
   NEGAnVE  SELECrlON
EXEC-TIME =  O.O16(sec)

      7. Algorithm 1 and  Pere]ations
   In Algorithm 1, the side  effect of  this algorithn  is
very  usefu1. If a  set X  is defuiahle, Algorithm  1 assigns  a

set  ofpe-classes  {CLi,''', CL.} to the  variablc  eq.  Here,

UiCLi'iX' and  {CLT,''', CL.}  is a  subset  ofa  pe-relation.
If .X;=OB, every  pe-relation satisfies these conditions.
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NamelM  if Xi<]B  is solved  by Algorithm 1, every  pe-
re]ation  can  be obtained  as  a side  effeet. By  using  this

property, we  are obtaining  al]  pe-relations over  OB.

 8. Proposal of  a Dependency  in Databases

        with  Incomplete Information
    In this section,  our  previous research  is applied  to

the  rule  extraction  from databases with  incomplete
infbrmation, At first, a new  dependency between CON
and  DEC  is. proposed [ 1 01.

A  proposal of a dependency in every  NIS
Let's consider  a AUS, all derived DISi,' '',DIS. from  MS,

the condition  attributes  CON  the decision attributes

DEC,  two  threshold  values  vali  and  vai2  <O S- val],val2$
1). Ifthe fo11owing conditions  Dl  and  D2  hold, we  see

thete  exists  a  cfependenc},  between  CON  and  DEC.

(D1)I(numberofderivedconsistentDISs)1m] )  vali.

(D2) The  mmimal  degree ofdependency  l  val2.

    In this proposal, the condition  (Dl) requires  the

almost  derjved DISs are  consistent.  The cendition  (D2)
requires  that the  degree of  dependency  is mQre  than a

threshold value.  Suppose CON-{A,B},  INTC={C}, yali
=!O.8  and  val2=O.8  in Example  2. In this case,  there are
216(=23× 33) DISs. The  condition  (Dl) requires  173

DISs must  be consistent  in 216  DLSs, and  the conditien

(D2) requires  the minimal  degree of  dependency in 2l6
Dl/Ss must  be more  than O.8.
    This proposal is an  extension  of  a  dependency in
DISs to IVISs. Aceording to these criteria, we  handle the
dependency in every  AUS. Namely for the condition

attributes  CON  and  decision attributes DEC  with  high
degree of  dependency, we  see the tuplcs restricted to

CON  and  DEC  are  rules. We  call this rule  extraction  the

rule  extraction  based on  the dopendency in every  MS.

    However,  to calculate  these criterion  values  requires

the degree of  dependency in every  derived DIS. Of
course,  it is able  to get every  degree efdependency  by

examining  648 DISs sequentialIM  but this way  is in-
effectiye. We  really  implemented programs by  another

waM  i.e., by using  the pe-relations and  Proposition 1 .

    In NISi, let's consider  a  case  that COIVi{A,B,C}
and  DEC{D}.  There  are  two  kinds of  pe-relations for

CON  and  three kinds of  pe-relations for DEC.  For pe-
relations  {{1},{2},{3},{4,8},{5},{6},{7},{9},{10}} in

CON  and  {{1},{2,3},{4,10},{S},{6,8,9},{7}} in DEC,
POScoA<osq-{1}U{2}U{3}U{5}U{6}U{7}U{9}

 U  {10}={1,2,3,5,6,7,9,1O}. Except  objects  4 and  8, other

objects  are consistent  with  each  other. The degree of
dependency is O.g==(8fiO). In this way,  a!1  degrees of

dependency are calculated  by repeating  6(t2 X3)  com-

binations ef  CON  and  DEC.

    9. Total Procedure  to Extract Rules
    In this scction,  the tota1 procedure  to extract  rules  is

presented. The sequence  consists  ofthe  fo11ewing steps.

(Step 1) Make  a data file and  an  attribute file.

(Step 2) Execute a  program and  produce the internal ex-

     presslons.
(Step 3) Execute a  program to obtain  all  pe-relations for

      CON  and  DEC,  respectively.

(Step 4) Execute a  program  for checking  the dependency

      between CON  and  DEC.  If there exists a  depen-

      dency, go to the Step 5 else  go to the Step 1,

(Step 5) Execute  a  program to extract  rules.

    By using  IV]rS], the execution  of  every  step  is shown.
These  programs  are  implemented on  a workstation  with

167MHz  UltraSparc CPU.  Prolog and  C language are

employed  for the implemeniatien. Prolog was  necessary

for a  search  with  backtracking, especially  for getting
pe-relations. In the fo11owing execution,  the prompt  of

prolog is `?-',and

 the prompt efC  is `%'.

    :[he syntax  of  the data file and  attribute file is very
simple.  This is the data file data.pl in Example  2.

object(10,4),

data(l,[O,[Z,3],5,3]), data(2,[O,[O,li3],4,5]), 
'''

data(9,[O,1,5,4]),data(10,[2,1,O,1]),

This is the attribute  file attrib.pl in Example  2. The 1, 2,
3 and  4 in the attribute Me  correspond  to attributes  A, B.

C and  D, respectively.

condition([1,2,3]),

decision([4]).

The following is the real  execution  in Step 2.

?- step2,
File Name  :'data.pl'.

Attribute Rle Name:'attrib.pl[
Output File Name:'data,rsL
EXEC-"ME  =  O.135 (sec)

After this translation, new  file data,rs is created,  which

stores  the intemal expressions  for data,pl and  attrib.pl.

?- relall(con).
[1][[1],[2],[3],[4,8],[5],[6],[7],[9],[10]] 24
[2][[1],[2],[3],[4],[5],[6],[7],[8],[9],[10]] 192
POSSIBLECASES  2t6
EXEC-TIME  =  O,535 (sec)
yes?-

 relall(dec).

[1][[t],[2r3]r[4,10],[S],[6,8,9],[7]] 1

[2][[1],[2],[4,10],[5,3],[6,8,9],[7]] 1
[3][[1],[2],[4,10],[5],[6,8,9,3],[7]] 1
POSSIBLECASES  3
EXEC-TIME  =  O,O14 (sec)

The first solution  ofa  query  re!all(con)  shows  there are
216  derived DISs and  two  knds  of  pe-relations for
condition  attributes {A, B, C}. The 24 derived blSs  have

the same  pe-relation {{1},{2},{3},{4,8},{5},{6},{7},{9},
{10}} and  the 192 derived DlrSs have  the same  pe-
Telatian  {{l},{2},{3},{4},{5},{6},{7},{8},{9},{10}}. In
this execution,  two files are  created,  i,e., eqall.con  with
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pe-relations for CON  and  eqal1,dec  with  pe-relations for
DEC.  In Step 4, a  program  for calculating  the depen-
dency is executed

is less dependency between
extracted  rules  for COIVE{B}
inconsistent rules.

{B} and  {D} in IWS]. The
 and  DEC{D}  are  almost

96 step4CRITERION
 !

  Number of Derived DISs: 648
   Number  of  Derived Consistent DISs: 576

   Degree of Consistent DISs: O.889
CRI"T"ERION 2
   Minimal Degree of Dependency: O.800
   Maximal Degree of  Dependency:  1.000
EXEC.nME  =  O.ZOO (sec)

?- step5.
Rules ftom [B] te [D]
[3] =>  [O] (1, 3) from 3

[O] =>  [O] (2, 1) from 5
[1] =>  [O] (2, 1) from 5

[3] =>  [1] (1, t) from4
      -;--      ----
[3] =>  [5] (1, 3) from 3
EXEC-11ME =  O,O16(sec)

local-inconsistent
1ocal-inconsistent
1ocal-inconsistent

global-inconsistent

Iocal-inconsistent

It is known  that there are  576  derived consistent  DISy
and  the minimal  degree of  dependency is O.8. Fof
thresheld values  vali==O.8  and  vah=O.8,  there exists a

dependency between {A.B,C} and  {D} in NISi. NamelM
it is able  to discuss the rule extraction  by this dependency.
For such  CON  and  DEC,  the program step5 is applied.

?- step5,

Rules ftom [A,B,C] to [D]
[2,3,5] =>  [O] (1, 3) from 3
[1,O,S] =>  [O] (2, 1) ftom 5
[t,1,5] =>  [O] (2, 1) from  5

[O,3,1] =>  [1] (3, 1) froTn 4
[1,3,1] ;>  [1] (3, 1) from  4

[2,3,i] =>  [1] (3, 1) frorn 4
[2,1,O] =>  [1] (1, 1) from 10
      ----      -t--

[1,3,1] =>  [4] (3, 1) from 8
      --1-      ----

[O,3.4] =>  [S] (3, 1) from  3
[2,3,S] =>  [S] (1, 3) fiDm  3
EXEC-"ME  =  O.032 (sec)

local-consistent
local-consistent
local-consistent

local-consistent
1ocallocal-consistent

global-comsistent

1ocal

local-consistent
locaS-consistent

in the execution  of  the progi;arn step5, local rules [1,3,1]
'"[1]

 from the objcct  4 and  [1,3,1]->l41 from the object
8 are inconsistent. They appear  in 72 derived DIS  at the
same  time, namely  there are  72 inconsistent derived DISs.
However, any  other  rule  is either  a  global-consistent rule
or  a iocal-corisistent rule  in all  derived DISs. Tliere is
lcss inconsistency of  rules  in this case.  Like  this, the new

dependency is an  important measure  for discussing the
ruleextraction.

    Nowl  let's consider  other  case  that CON!{B}  and

DEC={D}  in A[ISi, which  is CASE  1 in Section 5. The
following is the result  ofprograrn  step4.

9h step4CRITERrON
 1

  Number  of Derived DISs: 36
  Number  of Derived Consistent DISs: O

  Degree of  Censistent DISs; O.OOO
CRITERION  2
  Minimal Degree  of  Dependency:  O.OOO
  Maximal  Degree  of Dependency:  O,200
EXEC-"ME  : O.190 (sec)

In this case,  al1 derived DISy are  inconsistent. The  maxi-

mal  degree ofdependency  is O.2. This  result shows  there

[lhere is a  local-consistent rule(1)t:  f2]->[3] from  the

object  1. 0ther rule  is either  local4nconsistent or  global-
mconslstent.

    We  have shown  the real  sequence  of  execution.  For
COIV÷{A,B,C} and  DEC-i{D},  good crkerion  values

existed,  and  the almost  rules  are  better than the local-
consistent. Howcver  for COIV!={B} and  DEC={D},  twe
criterion values  are bad, and  the almost  rules  are worse

thanlocal-inconsistent.

    10. Remarks  on  the  Execution Time
    Now  in this section,  we  refer  to the execution  tjme
ffom  Step 2 to Step 4. Feur IVTSs in Table 4 are  auto-

matically  produced  based on  the random  nurnber

program. Let's consider  these four NLSs, COIVle{A,B,C}
and  DEC-  {D} .
    Table 5 shows  the execution  time, and  the 6-th
column  shows  the time  by  the simple  method,  namely

(number Qf  derived DLSs) X(execution  time to obtain  an

equivalcnce  relation  in a derived DIS  by the simple

method).  Here, the simple  method  compares  each  two
tuples, and  extracts  an  equivalence  relation  in a  Dl/S.

Tab]e 4. Conditions in Four NISs

OB DerivedDJSs

NISi104 864
NIS21004 1944

NIS.,3004 3888
NIS410004 7776

fab]e 5.Execution Time  (sec) in Every Step

Step2Step3Step4TotalSimplemethod

NISIO.I270259o.oooO.386 -

NIS21,4302.397O.1003.927 .

NIS315.32923.780O.20039.309388.800
NJS456.g76137.147o.7oe194.7238553.600

In Table 5, Step 2 and  Step 3 take  the almost  total

exocution  time. On  the other  hand, Step 4 takes less tima.
ln Step 3, the program step3  dqpending upon  Algorithm
] is executed,  and  the search  with  backtracking is
necessary  in this program. Therefore, prolog laiiguage is
erTrployed.  Prolog is useful  for problems  solved  by search

procedures, but it usually  takes much  execution  time.  In
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Stcp 4, the program steip4 is implemcnted by C lariguage,
becausc the search  with  backtracking is not  necessary  in
Step 4. A ¢ cording  to such  reasons,  it is known  that to
obtain  all pe-relations in a IVZS is the most  time-
consuming  step  in the  total procedure.

    The simple  method  may  be usefu1  for small  size

IS[ISs, INit the simple  method  is not  suitab]e  for INLrS wnh

large number  of  derived DISs 1ike AUS4. In IVISi and  AUS2

in Tlable 5, the execution  time was  O.OOO(sec) for a

derived DLS, rqspcctiyely.  Therefore, the symbol  
-
 is

placed in Table 5.

          11. Concluding  Remarks
    An  oyerview  of  a  toel  for extracting  rules  from
datal)ases with  incomplete inforrnation is presented. In
such  databascs with  non-numerical  data, it is not  able  to

use  the fuzzy analysis,  the statistieal analysis  nor  the
multivariate  analysis.  We  relicd  on  the data dependencM

and  discussed a  way  to extract ru]es. This is also  a  way

based  on  the  rough  sets  theory.  Even  if the  information is

not  snicg  it is able  to get some  uscfu1  rules,  1ike global-
consistent  rules  and  ]ocal£ onsistent  rulcs.

    We  will  not  app]y  these pregrams  to INLrSs with  very

1arge size  of  ebjects,  but apply  them  to IVISs with  smal1

size  of  obiects  and  large number  of  derived DLSg. These
pregrams  will fi1] the  role  efa  hypotheses generator from
MSg,  too.

    We  have  examined  the correctness  of  the programs
by several  IVJSs, which  we  got by using  random  number

programs. Howeveg  we  need  to deal with  actual  data
toward  the real  application,  and  need  to discuss the
combination  of  our  way  and  typical  fuzzy waM  too.
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